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SUMMARY
Senior Software Engineer with 10+ years of practical experience in implementing a range of business logics from VOD to

Femtech and others. Have worked in agile environments with teammates from 2 to 15 people. Led re-architecture of the key

platform to increase over 65 percent of requests per second in the current position. Have optimized and refactored the code

base from scratch to inhance 53% performance boost in Herlife project.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Senior Software Engineer, Zarrino | Tehran, Tehran, Iran | Jul 2021 - Present

Femtech

Responsibilities:
● Led Back-End team with 4 developers.
● Engineered features based on Microservices architecture that business needs (in a team of 4 , scrum based)
● Prepared the project to handle 10000 requests per second.
● Launched API Gateway and Monitoring system for more than 5 services.

● Increased acquiring clients by +10000 over two years in the Herlife project.

Senior Software Engineer, Asiatech | Tehran, Tehran, Iran | Jan 2020 - Jun 2021

ISP

● Analyzed the project for migrating from monolith to Microservices architecture (step one using CQRS, step two using
event sourcing)

● Designed and developed the ISP features based on needs (12 coworkers, scrum based)
● Facilitated developing and maintaining applications with monitoring tools such as sentry and writing unit tests with 94%

coverage on 4 projects.
● Conducting 5 knowledge sessions in order to boost up other teammates' level of knowledge.
● Co-created and piloted a new software solution that reduced processing time by 50%, saving 5 hours per week for the

team of 12
● Managed cross-functional teams in self-principle manners (creating more than 10 tech documents)

Software Engineer, IRIB | Tehran, Tehran, Iran | Oct 2009 - Dec 2019

TV Broadcasting

● Used and mandated best practices in software development including Saas, MVC, Restful for more than 17 services
for VOD business.

● Created a report generation service and data storage solutions according to the project's needs, collaborated with a
team of 15 engineers.

● Boosted legacy's performance by over 20% (DB optimizations)
● Overhauled the legacy code which was in 3 different projects in the company.
● Co-authored with 2 other co-workers to establish Back-End conventions, principles and patterns.

SKILLS
Object-oriented Programming (OOP) * Software as a service (SaaS) * Microservices * C# * ASP.NET * Python * gRPC * Restful
API * Distributed Services * Software Architecture * SQL Server * PostgreSQL * MongoDB * Redis * RabbitMQ * DRF * Django
SQLAlchemy * FastAPI * Celery * MVC * MVT * Agile Software Development * Scrum * Git * Docker * ELK * Linux
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EDUCATION
University of Applied Science and Technology | Tehran, Tehran, Iran | BS in IT | Feb 2015 - Feb 2017

Qazvin Islamic Azad University | Qazvin, Qazvin, Iran | A.S in Software Engineering | Oct 2009 - Jul 2012

ACHIEVEMENTS
Planned Intrusion Detection Service for my projects

Authored Syslog Server article LAITEC Sharif University Of Technology


